Chapter 1

Designing
Your Hour of
Power
The Seven Steps in Your Hour of Power

Section 1

Seven Areas In your Hour of Power
SEVEN AREAS TO EVOLVE DAILY
1. Relationship - Feel the Love
2. Spiritual - Inspire your visions
3. Mental - Evolve your Space
4. Social - Trust the Invisible
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5. Career - One Step Ahead
6. Health - Power up - Grow Younger
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7. Financial - Account Your Blessings
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health
career
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Section 2

Seven Areas In your Hour of Power - Relationship
SEVEN AREAS TO EVOLVE DAILY
1. Relationship - Feel the Love
You know from the 30 day challenge program
that relationship success is a competition you
must win at any cost.
Using nature’s 3rd law you simply look around for
either something your partner is missing (you
don’t like in them) or something you’ve seen in
another person (including your fantasy) and ask,
“If nothing is missing, just changes in form,
where does my partner have this and more?”
The day you can see something in another
person your partner hasn’t got, you lose the
competition and you’ll lose your libido, appetite
and romance for your partner. Keep them on the
number one spot on the winner’s podium, no
matter what happens.
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Do this for 5 minutes daily while listening to great
music (refer my itunes Playlist on Ping INNERWEALTH Hour of Power)
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Section 3

Seven Areas In your Hour of Power - Spiritual
SEVEN AREAS TO EVOLVE DAILY
2. Spiritual - Inspire your visions
The human spirit comes alive when the future
looks great. We sink into exhaustion, get ill and
create all sorts of mess with addictions to
substances and food, greed, sex and pop
spirituality when the future looks grim.
There are, as you remember from your 30 Day
Challenge Program seven visions all designed in
a be, do, have sequence. But these are not
permanent visions, they need to evolve with you
daily.
So, with some amazing music dare to dream
about what you’d love to create in each of the
seven areas of life. And remember, if it doesn’t
make you smile, it’s not a vision, it’s an obligation
and people don’t thrive on that stuff so separate
problem solving current reality from dreams,
imagination and vision.
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The size of your vision determines the size of
your life. Use funk, rock or heavy meta music for
this Power Piece.
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Section 4

Seven Areas In your Hour of Power - Mental
SEVEN AREAS TO EVOLVE DAILY
3. Mental - Evolve your Space
The evolution of your mind is the single biggest
determinant of your capacity to handle the life
you create.
It’s easy to find love, just go on the web. It’s easy
to start a business, just borrow some cash. But
can you stay one step ahead and not become
the limiting factor in your own life?
What is astonishing to learn is that all great
masters in life were great learners. They learned
from others because other’s experiences and
errors are cheaper and better than our own.
Everyday in your Hour of Power, it is critical to
learn a new insight and for me, one of those
insights is your mental consciousness, the ability
to turn chaos to order.
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So, using the 8 column process your learned in
the 30 Day Challenge simply evolve one single
piece of apparent chaos in your business or
personal life until you see order. That doesn’t
mean fix a drama it means see the perfection of
nature’s balance in it. This is a skill from the 30
Day Challenge. Use Calming World Music for this
power piece
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Section 5

Seven Areas In your Hour of Power - Social
SEVEN AREAS TO EVOLVE DAILY
4. Social - Trust the Invisible
The world is a big place. There are people
starving (25,000 children a day die from
malnutrition and dehydration), there are people in
hospital, sick and dying. There are accidents and
depressions and suicides and violence and so
much suffering. This is where you must go in
your heart in this Power Piece of the Hour.
We are extremely material people but there are
other dimensions of life that are equally
important: One of those is invisible... the power
of thought.
See if you can hold in you heart the suffering of
one or two individuals who are far away and you
don’t even know. Hold them in your heart and
send, silently your healing, your love, your whole
energy of compassion. They will feel it but cannot
give you credit and therefore you cannot absorb
ego gratification from this. You are the only
person who will know who and where your love
and energy went. Use meditation music, world
music for this gifting. The humility it creates for
your good fortune in life is the gift they send back
to you. It’s priceless.
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Section 6

Seven Areas In your Hour of Power - Career
SEVEN AREAS TO EVOLVE DAILY
5. Career - One Step Ahead
According to nature’s laws we all rise to our level
of incompetence, a point at which what we are
being paid, and the value we are actually adding
through our work become discordant. Ie we don’t
believe we’re worth what we are earning.
At this point, we either knuckle down and get one
step ahead of our work and find new ways to see
the value we add, or we sabotage the income
stream down to what we think we are worth.
Sometimes you might think your work is corrupt
and does bad by people, then, your judgements
are going to sabotage your income. It’s very
strange that two people can do the same job
with the same outcomes and yet, they can judge
the value of their work differently. You covered
this thoroughly in the 30 Day Challenge in the law
of nature. Nobody can do to you more than you
do to yourself. If you devalue you and your work,
everyone else will too. So, in the career time, get
one step ahead and see if you can witness where
the value you add is more than you are being
paid. Don’t ask for the extra, just know it’s always
best to have the equation in this direction. Music
Opera, Theatrical, Movie themes ... Make
yourself smile.
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Section 7

Seven Areas In your Hour of Power - Health
SEVEN AREAS TO EVOLVE DAILY
6. Health - Power up - Grow Younger
There is not a particular separate time slot for
health because I think you can do health
throughout the hour.
Firstly, it’s wise to drink a warm lemon juice when
you wake. Second it’s nice to take your
supplements and herbs during the hour. Third
you can have, what I call my first breakfast half
way through the hour (a protein shake is essential
within 30 minutes of waking) .. breakfast within
two hours of this.
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Do at least three of the essential life exercises
each morning Abs, Push ups and Sun Salutes,
Most important is to do at least 10 minutes of
Burst training which can be huge fun. Use a heart
rate monitor and go flat out on the stationary
bike, star jumps, skipping, leg squats or actual
road sprints for 30 seconds then wait for your
heart rate to return to about 20% above your
resting heart rate and then go again. You might
only do two busts but eventually, you’ll be
amazed at how your heart rate returns to
“normal” faster and faster, A sure sign of cardio
health and immune response. Music - Anything
that makes you enjoy the workout.
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Section 8

Seven Areas In your Hour of Power - Financial
SEVEN AREAS TO EVOLVE DAILY
7. Financial - Account Your Blessings
What is your net worth? What’s the Gap between
where you are where you want to be? What are
your real outgoings compared to your income?
Guessing money matters leads to an underlying
nervous tension. Knowing facts means you act
wisely. Being ungrateful for the GAP between
your current wealth and your desired wealth is
going to sabotage your financial health.
Using the 30 Day Challenge process to find
absolute contentment and gratitude for what
you’ve got - see where your wealth is way up in
the Billions and make sure your cash flow is in a
positive direction.
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Music for this is like Ray Charles “Oh what a
beautiful morning” try being abundant instead of
“Frowning” - the fact that you can still think
clearly and see clearly and count is worth it’s
weight in gold alone. Miserable people repel
wealth.
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